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The Ostrih Bible, verso of the title page, with the arms of Prince Kostjantyn of 
Ostrih (1526-1608) and with verses in his honor. 



Introduction 

Once again the Harvard College Library is host to an ex
hibition of books relating to the civilization of the Ukrainian 
people. On this four-hundredth anniversary of its publication, 
the Ostrih Bible commands our attention for several reasons. 
І t is, in the first instance, further evidence of the wide
spread influence of the new learning of the European Renais
sance. Indeed the "new" or renewed interest in languages and 
textual criticism is the means Ьу which the theological trans
formation of Europe was made possible. In the second in
stance, the Ostrih Bible has its origins in the often-interrupted 
but long-continuing dialogue between the Orthodox and 
Catholic branches of Christendom. In the third instance, the 
publication of the Ostrih Bible was not only а technological 
accomplishment of the first order from the press at Ostrih, 
but the product as well of Prince Kostjantyn's academic 
experiment in theological education at Ostrih. (Не in some 
measure might equally Ье styled the "King J ames" of his 
Bible.) Finally, the Ostrih Bible represents yet another vital 
ріесе of the puzzle which is the history of Biblical scholar
ship, translation, and exegesis. Without it, the story told from 
а careful study of the traditions of Biblical scholarship in the 
West is incomplete. With it, the story, while not Ьу any 
means complete, is considerably enriched. For all of these 
reasons, stimuli to further observation and study, we are 
grateful to the Harvard Ukrainian Studies Program and 
their benefactors around the world for making this celebra
tion and exhibition possible. The text with which all classi
cal exegetes began their work might well serve as the text for 
such an exhibition as this: Те totum applica ad textum, 



rem totum applica ad te, which is "Apply yourself closely 
to the text, and the text closely to yourself." 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Мау 1, 1980 

Peter J. Gomes 
Plummer Professor of Christian Morals 
Harvard University 



ТНЕ OSTRIH BIBLE 
1580/81 - 1980/81 

А Quadricentennial Exhibition 

Although it is the least rare of all the Cyrillic imprints 
from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Bible in the 
Church Slavonic language published Ьу Prince Kostjantyn 
(Vasyl') Kostjantynovy~ of Ostrih in the years 1580 and 
1581 has long been regarded as one of the greatest treasures 
to adorn а collection of Ukrainian books, or indeed of Slavic 
books in general. The many-faceted personality of its printer, 
І van Fedorovy~, as well as the typographic excellence and 
the austere beauty of the book itself, attracts the notice and 
wins the admiration of every bibliophile whose interests ex
tend beyond Latin imprints alone. Less easily recognized, but 
no less impressive, is the high level of textological scholarship 
displayed Ьу Herasym Danylovy~ Smotryc'kyj and the other 
editors of the Ostrih Bible, making it worthy to stand on the 
same shelves with the best sixteenth-century editions of the 
Bible in Greek and Latin letters. 

AV А А 

1. BYBLIA SYRIC КNYHYVETXAНO,INOVAНOZAVITA 
РО JAZYKU SLOVENSKU [The Bible, that is the Books of 
the Old and the New Testament, in the Slavonic Language]. 
Ostrih; lvan Fedorovy~, 12 July 1580 or 12 August 1581. 
2°[628) ff. 

References: Karataev (1883) 101-102; Bykova (1972) 4. 

Prefaces and colophons: Stroev (1829) 22 [ first preface, Ьу 
Prince Kostjantyn), Arxiv Ju.-Z. R., ~. І. t. VIII, vyp. 1 
~1914), рр. 45-58 (second preface, Ьу H.D. Smotryc'kyj]; 
S~epkina (1959) рр. 247, 249-251, 253 [ colophon in two 
variants). The сору of the Ostrih Bible in the Houghton 
Library has the later variant of the colophon, with the date 12 
August 1581. 

А gift of Bayard L. Kilgour, Jr. 
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Prior to the publication of the Ostrih Bible in 1580, only 
certain separate parts of the Bible in Church Slavonic had 
been printed: the Psalter ( often with liturgical appendices), 
the Four Gospels, and the Acts and Epistles of the Apostles. 
Two such editions are exhibited. 

2. PSALTIR [Psalter (with liturgical appendices)]. Cetinje 
[in Montenegro, Yugoslavia]: Hieromonk Makarije, 22 Sep
tember 7003 = 1495. 4° [348] ff. 

References: Karataev (1883) 8; Goff (1964) Р-1069; Badalic 
1966) 8; Bo~njak (1968) 52. 

А gift of Philip Hofer. 

Hieromonk Makarije ( t са. 1525 ?) was the second printer 
to print books in Cyrillic, working at Obod and at Cetinje (in 
Montenegro) during the years 1493 to 1496. Не was pre
ceded only Ьу Sveitpolt Fiol (t 1526?) at Krak6w in 1491. 
This Psalter is the very first edition of any book of the Bible 
in Church Slavonic. The сару on exhibit appears to Ье the 
only one held outside of the Slavic countries and Mt. Athos. 

3. AP(O)S(TO)L ... V NEYZE DIJANIJA AP(O)S(TO)L'
SKAJA, У POSLANIJA S"BORNAJA, У POSLANIJA 
S(VJA)TAHO AP(O)S(TO)LA PAVLA [The Apostle, ... in 
which are the Acts of the Apostles, and the General Epistles, 
and the Epistles of the Holy Apostle Paul]. L'viv: lvan Fedo
rovy~, 25 February 1573-15 February 1574. 2° [278] ff. 

References: Karataev (1883) 84; Isajevy~ (1970) 1. 
V 

Colophon: S~epkina (1959) рр. 234-247. 

А gift of Bayard L. Kilgour, Jr. 

Ivan Fedorovy~ was the first printer of dated books in 
Cyrillic on Ukrainian soil, and the Apostol, published at L'viv 
in 1574, vies with his Primer, also on exhibit, for the honor 
of being the first Ukrainian Cyrillic imprint. For the most 
part, this Apostol is а reprint of Fedorovy~'s initial publica-
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tion, the Apostol which he printed at Moscow from 19 April 
1563 to 1 March 1564; but he revised the orthography of his 
new edition with an еуе to the preferences of the Ukrainian 
book market, and he added а long, powerfully written colo
phon in Church Slavonic in which he related how he fled 
from Moscow and took refuge first in Zablud6w and then in 
L'viv. 

Even in manuscript, complete texts of the Church Sla
vonic Bible were extremely rare. No more than four such 
manuscripts older than the Ostrih Bible are extant today. The 
oldest of the four was written for Archbishop Genadij of 
Novgorod (t 1505) in 1499; the other three, all copies ofthe 
first, were written in Muscovy during the sixteenth century. 
А published facsimile of а single page from the manuscript of 
Archbishop Genadij's Bible is included here. 1 The layout of 
this page and the corresponding page in the Ostrih Bible 
(both pages are exhibited and illustrated) differ greatly. The 
page from the Ostrih Bible owes much to the traditions of 
printing Latin Bibles in folio which had developed in Western 
Europe since the time of Gutenberg; Genadij's Bible follows 
earlier Eastern scribal practice. 

4. KNIGA SIA, G(LAGO)LEMAJA BIBLIA REKSE ОВЕІХ 
ZA VETOV VETXAGO І NOV AGO [This Book called the 
Bible, і.е. of both Testaments, the Old and the New]. Manu
script: Novgorod, 7007 = [ 1499). 2° [ 1002) ff. 

Location: Moscow, State Historical Museum, Synodal Collec
tion, ms. no. 915. 

References: Gorskij & Nevostruev (1855-1917) vol. І, рр. 
1-164; Buslaev (1855) рр. 44-56, plate XVII; Savva (1858) 
рр. 160-161; Savva (1863) р. 31, plate 38; Evs~ev (1916). 

1. The facsimile on exhibit is Buslaev (1855) plate XVII, showing f. 2lr with the 
text ofGenesis 1:1-16. 
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Archbishop Genadij's Bible (1499), Genesis 1:1-16 



The Ostrih Bible (1580/81) , Genesis 1:1-26 



After repeated efforts, Prince Kostjantyn of Ostrih 
managed to obtain а manuscript сару of the complete Bible 
in Church Slavonic from Tsar Ivan lV (the Dread) of Mos
cow. This manuscript served as the principal source from 
which the Ostrih Bible was printed. Prince Kostjantyn also 
brought together an academy of scholars, with Herasym 
Danylovy~ Smotryc'kyj ( t 1594) in charge, and provided the 
group with "many other Bibles in various alphabets and lan
guages," some of which he had obtained from such distant 
places as Greek, Serbian, and Bulgarian monasteries, and 
from Constantinople, Rome, and Crete. 2 His scholars ex
amined the texts with care, and having observed the many 
differences between them, gave their greatest consideration 
to the "well corrected recensions, certified to Ье without any 
blemish" of the Septuagint, the canonical Scriptures of the 
Orthodox Church. 3 lt was against these latter texts espe
cially that they read and corrected the manuscript that Prince 
Kostjantyn had obtained from Moscow. In addition they 
made limited use of other texts as well, in particular а printed 
Greek Bible (probably the first edition of 1518) and а 
printed Czech Bible. lt is not known which of the eleven 
editions of the Czech Bible printed between 1488 and 1577 
were available at Ostrih. 

2. It is commonly believed that the Ostrih Bible was published to give Orthodox 
Christians а means of defense against Catholic proselytizing. This belief is false, 
as Sol'skij (1884) long ago demonstrated. It is clear from the second preface that 
the principal adversaries in view were those who expressly denied the divinity of 
Christ, that is, the Socinian Church. In point of historical fact it was Protestant 
(Calvinist and Socinian) proselytizing, not Catholic, that offered the greatest 
challenge to the Orthodox Church in the Кingdom of Poland during the 1560s 
and 1570s. The Catholic initiative that led eventually to the Union of Brest in 
1596 was still at its feeble beginning when the Ostrih Bible was published. 

3. This quotation and the one immediately above are from Prince Kostjantyn's 
Preface to the Ostrih Bible, ff. 1 2r-зv. 
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5. PANTA ТА КАТ' ЕКSОКНЄN KALOUMENA BIBLIA 
THEIAS DЁLADЁ GRAPHЁS PALAIAS ТЕ КАІ NEAS [All 
the Bible, properly so called, of the patently Divine Scripture, 
both the Old and фе New]. Venice: А. Manuzio & А. Asolano, 
1518. 2° [448] f. 

Reference: Renouard (1825) vol. І, рр. 192-193. 

With one doubtful exception (printed at Venice Ьу N. Glykas 
in 1687). all editions of the Bible in Greek prior to the nine
teenth century were the work of Catholic or Protestant 
publishers.4 

The many talents of І van Fedorovy~ inspire awe. Не was 
far more than а master printer of consummate skill and artis
tic taste, and а powerful prose stylist in Church Slavonic. 
During his years at L'viv and Ostrih he initiated а modest 
reform in the prevailing practice of elementary education, 
and in connection with this published the first schoolbook 
ever to Ье printed in Cyrillic. Toward the end of his life he 
was to invent а powerful new military weapon, а multi
barreled cannon. 

The Houghton Library is fortunate to possess three other 
books printed Ьу Fedorovy~ in addition to the Ostrih Bible. 
These books illustrate various stages of Fedorovy~'s life and 
work. After fleeing Moscow and taking refuge in Zablud6w, 
Fedorovy~ printed two books for the Grand Hetman of 
Lithuania, Hryhorij Oleksandrovy~ Xodkevy~, in the years 
from 1568 to 1570. The earlier of these books, in the present 
exhibition, is one of the fewer than three dozen copies that 
have survived to the present. It is open to the beginning of 
а sermon Ьу Bishop Kiryl of Turau, the eminent Belorussian 
writer of the late twelfth century. 

4. The sources underlying the text of the Ostrih Bible have been most care
fully studied Ьу Gorskij & Nevostruev (1855-1917), and Ьу Evs~ev (1912-1915; 
1916). See also Mathiesen (1979). 
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V 

6. KN-r:HA!t ZOVOMAJA JEV(AN)H(E)LIJE UCYTELNOJE. 
ОТ VSIX CETYREX JEV(AN)H(~)LYSTOV YZBRANNA. 
У ОТ MNOHYX B(O)Z(E)STVENYX PYSANIY [The book 
called the Didac.tic Gospel, selected from all four Evangelists 
and from many divine writings]. Zabludow: lvan Fedorovy~ 
& Petro Tymof~ovy~ Mstyslavec', 8 July 1568-17 March 
1569. 2° [407] ff. 

References: Karataev (1883) 75; Golen~enko (1961) 7; 
Luk]anenko(1973)4. 

Preface: S~epkina (1959) рр. 221, 224-234. 

А gift of Bayard L. Kilgour, Jr. 

The Didactic Gaspel is the last baak printed Ьу Ivan 
Fedaravy~ and Petra Tymafijavi~ tagether. Tymafijavi~, 
wha had callabarated with Fedaravy~ at Mascaw, subse
quently settled in Vilnius, where he printed several mare 
baaks. Fedaravy~ printed ane mare baak at Zablud6w, and 
then maved ta L'viv, where he printed the Apostol in 1573-
1574 and the Primer, alsa in 1574. The сару af this epach
making baaklet in the Haughtan Library is the anly ariginal 
сару knawn ta Ье extant taday, but at least three reprints af 
it have been published in the Saviet Unian since 1 964. 

7. [PRIMER.] L'viv: lvan Fedorovy~, 1574. 8° [40] ff. 

References: Jakobson & Jackson (1955); Isajevy~· (1970) 2. 

Colophon: S~epkina (1959) рр. 247-248. 

А gift of Bayard L. Kilgour, J r. 

After he left Zablud6w Fedaravy~ entered the service af 
Prince Kastjantyn af Ostrih. Far him ·he established а press 
with Cyrillic and Greek fants af type and began ta train 
ather printers in their use. The mast impartant af the Ostrih 
publicatians are the Ostrih Bible, af caurse, and the actava 
editian af the Psalter and the New Testament that he printed 
cancurrently. There are capies af bath these editians in the 
Haughtan Library. The Haughtan сару af the Ostrih Bible is 
ane af eight capies knawn ta Ье in the United States. The 
Haughtan сару af the Ostrih Psalter and New Testament is 
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Ostrih New Testament and Psalter (1580), facing pages 



ane af twa capies in the United States. The Newberry 
Library halds the ather сару. 

А V 

8. КNУНА NOV АНО ZA VITA. V NEYZE NAPREDY 
А V 

PSALMY BL(A)ZENNAHO D(A)V(Y)DA PROR(O)KA У 
C(A)RJA [The Book of the New Testament, with the Psalms 
of the Blessed David, Prophet and King, in front]. Ostrih: 
lvan Fedorovy~, 1580. 8° [54 7] ff. 

References: Karataev (1883) 100; Bykova (1972) 1-2. 

Colophon: S~epkina (1959) рр. 252-254. 

Purchased from the Bayard L. Kilgour, J r. Fund, 1970. 

Ivan Fedaravy~ left Ostrih after printing the Bible and 
died several years later (5/15 December 1583 ). 5 Hawever, 
the Ostrih press that he had established cantinued ta func
tian until 1612, printing eighteen further valumes. The 
Haughtan Library awns а сару af ane af these eighteen 
valumes, the Baak af St. Basil. 

9. КNІНА YZE V S(VJA)TYX ОТСА NASEHO VASILIA 
VELIKAНO, ARXYJEP(Y)S(KO)PA КESARIA КAPPADO
KIYSКIJA [The Book of our Holy Father Basil the Great, 
Archbishop of Caesaraea in Cappadocia). Ostrih: [anonymous 
printers], 3 March 7102 = 1594.2° [604] ff. 

References: Karataev (1883) 132; Bykova (1972) 9. 

Gift of Dr. and Mrs. Ihor Galarnyk, Mr. and Mrs. lvan Zapu
chlak, Mr. and Mrs. Osyp Zapuchlak, and the Ukrainian 
Studies Fund, November-December 1975. 

Far mare than twa and ane-half decades after lvan Fed
aravy~'s death, the flame af Ukrainian Cyrillic printing re
mained alive at Ostrih, but when Prince Kastjantyn died, full 
af deeds and days, an 13 February 1608, his press began ta 
decline. It praduced anly twa mare baaks, bath in 1612. 
Ву that time, hawever, the tarch had been passed an ta 
the press af the Staurapegial Bratherhaad at L'viv, which 

5. For а review of Fedorovyt'•s work, see Nemirovskij (1974), Zapasko (1974), 
and Isajevyt' (1975). See also Mathiesen (1977-1978). For recent scholarship see 
the articles Ьу Е. Keenan and Е. Kasinec in Recenzija 5:1 (1974). 
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was founded in 1586 and which published its first book in 
1591, and to the press of the Monastery of the Caves at Kiev, 
which was found~d са. 1606 Ьу Archimandrite J elysej 
Pletenec'kyj ( t 1624) and appears to have published its first 
book in 1616. The Kievan press had acquired the equipment 
of the short-lived press of Feodor Balaban ( t 1606) and 
Bishop Hedeon Balaban ( t 1607 ), which published three 
books at Strjatyn and at Krylos (both in Galicia) in the years 
from 1604 to 1606. The seventeenth century was the golden 
age of Ukrainian Cyrillic printing: in addition to the two 
great presses at L'viv and Kiev, which continued to publish 
books into the twentieth century, there were thirteen lesser 
presses operating at L'viv, Uhorci, Po~ajiv, Raxmaniv, Luc'k, 
Corna, Kremenec', Kiev, ~ernihiv, and Novhorod-Sivers'kyj. 
Ву the end of the century much of this independent activity 
had come to а halt, and in the early eighteenth century the 
Russian lmperial Government made а concerted effort to 
bring the remaining presses under its control. 

Although several thousand copies of the Ostrih Bible 
were printed, it soon became а rare and costly book, as the 
demand for it outstripped what Prince Kostjantyn's press had 
printed. Petro Mohyla began to plan for а new and revised 
edition of the Ostrih Bible soon after he became Archiman
drite of the Monastery of the Caves at Kiev, but the diffi
culty of the revisions delayed the work and his plan remained 
unfulfilled at the time of his death in 1646. Eventually the 
Ostrih Bible was reprinted, with only minor textual revisions, 
at Moscow in 1663, at а time when the hierarchy of the 
Russian Orthodox Church was largely dominated Ьу Ukrain
ian churchmen. А сару of this Moscow reprint is included 
in this exhibition. 

vv ~ 
10. BIBLIA SIREC' КNIGI VETXAGO І NOVAGO ZAV.r:;TA, 
РО JAZYKU SLA VENSKU [The Bible, that is the Books of the 
Old and the New Testament, in the Slavonic language]. Mos
cow: Pe~atnyj dvor, 12 December 7172 = 1663. 2° [ 540) ff. 

Reference: Zernova (1958) 306. 

Prefaces: Stroev (1829) 133. 
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The Ostrih Book of St. Basil (1594), facing pages 



This reтained the only other printed edition of the coт
plete Bible in Church Slavonic until the тiddle of the eigh
teenth century when the Russian Orthodox Church published 
Eтpress Elizabeth's Bible (St. Petersburg, 1751; with re
visions: Moscow, 1756). With respect to language, this Bible 
departs тuch тоrе froт the Ostrih Bible than did the Mos
cow edition of 1663. Indeed, the great тajority of the re
visions were purely linguistic. With respect to text, however, 
Eтpress Elizabeth's Bible largely follows the Moscow Bible, 
and thus also the Ostrih Bible. All subsequent editions of the 
Bible in Church Slavonic, whether printed at Moscow or St. 
Petersburg, Kiev or Po~ajiv, Pereтy~l or even Budapest, 
whether published Ьу Orthodox or Catholic Slavs, have 
reprinted the text of Eтpress Elizabeth's Bible. Thus, the 
Ostrih Bible, one of the greatest тonuтents of sixteenth
century Ukrainian culture, has Ьесоте part of the соттоn 
heritage of all Slavs of the Byzantine Rite, Orthodox and 
Catholic; and there is good reason to think that this was 
precisely what Prince Kostjantyn intended when he pub
lished it four hundred years ago. 

Robert Mathiesen 
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